
 

 

 

 

Keep your own Gratitude Journal! 
 

What is a gratitude journal?  

Essentially it’s a diary of positivity! You write an entry everyday about something you’re grateful for 

or that has gone well today. It can be quite lengthy, just one or a few words or you can even use 

pictures to show how you feel. It can be something as simple as the sun is shining today, I’m having 

a good hair day or my friend made me laugh today or you may decide to think deeper and reflect 

about things that make you truly happy like family, work or perhaps a hobby. It is often very easy for 

us to get caught up in all things that are not going right or perfectly but keeping a gratitude journal 

forces us to remember and celebrate all the wonderful things that we do have. 

 

Benefits of keeping a Gratitude Journal… 

 Improves well-being  

 Increases energy 

 Improves relationships 

 Elevates your mood 

 Increases optimism 

 Gives you perspective 

 Makes you happy  

 Boosts mental and physical health 

 Strengths resilience   

 Reduces anxiety and depressive symptoms 

 

Need some inspiration?  

If you need help deciding what to include in your gratitude journal we’ve included 31 ideas below, 

you might decide to pick a few of these or use the whole list for your own journal.  

 

1. A good book that you have read  

2. A piece of positive news you recently heard 

3. basic need(s) that has been met today  

4. something in your home that you truly treasure 

5. season you like and why   

6. Something from nature that you enjoyed  

7.  bit of information are you glad you know 

8. Choice(s) made in the last five years that you are glad of  

9. Part of life events that you see as blessings 

10. event or interaction that made you feel good about yourself  

11. What food you enjoyed eating the most  

12. something a friend or family member did today for you  

13. biggest gift in your life  

14. form of artwork that makes you happy  



15. type of activity that gives you the most pleasure or satisfaction    

16. Act of kindnesses that someone did for you  

17. Something that made you laugh or smile today 

18. Most precious memory  

19. List of modern technology that do you enjoy that make your life easier 

20. movie, book, blog, or article that had positive impact on your life   

21. opportunities that you glad you had  

22. talents or abilities that are you grateful or proud of  

23. A recent experience that made you feel a sense of wonder or awe 

24. something that inspired or touched you recently 

25. something in your possession that gives you comfort  

26. last song you heard and enjoyed 

27. most beautiful thing you saw today 

28. last good vacation you went on 

29. recent encouraging/praising words someone gave you  

30. most recent time when someone said they love you  

31. List of people who made positive difference in your life recently 

 


